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What does your birthday say about you?Did you know that you have your own special flower?

Gem? Fragrance? Do you know your lucky numbers? The name of your guardian angel? The best

day of the week to ask for a raise? World-renowned psychic Judith Turner does, and she reveals

them to you. Combining astrology, psychology, and extrasensory insight, The Hidden World of

Birthdays gives you the keys to unlock the power of your personality. Each person has qualities that

are all his or her own, and each day is as special as the person born on it. In The Hidden World of

Birthdays you will find information on: Gems: The jewels and precious stones that will bring you

luck, power, and encouragement. Colors: The hues and shades that give you charm and charisma

when you wear them; the colors you should always have somewhere around you; the colors that will

enhance your confidence and calm you when you are troubled. What's Lucky: Discover your lucky

numbers, months, day of the week, and days of the month. There's a lucky charm just for you, and

you'll find out the most harmonious astrological signs for partnerships and relationships. Spiritual

Guides: Your star, your angel, your guardian angel, and your spiritual stone can be powerful tools in

managing your spiritual life. And there's more, including a very special section for each birthday

called "Judith's Insight," which will help you in making the best life choices and shows you not just

who you are, but who you are capable of becoming. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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WHAT DOES YOUR BIRTHDAY SAY ABOUT YOU?Did you know that you have your own special

flower? Gem? Fragrance? Do you know your lucky numbers? The name of your guardian angel?



The best day of the week to ask for a raise?World-renowned Judith Turner does, and she reveals

them to you. Combining astrology, psychology, and extrasensory insight, The Hidden World of

Birthdays gives you the keys to unlock the power of your personality.Each person has qualities that

are all his or her own, and each day is as special as the person born on it. In The Hidden World of

Birthdays you will find information on: Gems: The jewels and precious stones that will bring you

luck, power, and encouragement.Colors: The hues and shades that give you charm and charisma

when you wear them; the colors you should always have somewhere around you; the colors that will

enhance your confidence and calm you when you are troubled.What's Lucky: Discover your lucky

numbers, months, day of the week, and days of the month. There's a lucky charm just for you, and

you'll find out the most harmonious astrological signs for partnerships and relationships.Spiritual

Guides: Your star, your angel, your guardian angel, and your spiritual stone can be powerful tools in

managing your spiritual life.And there's more, including a very special section for each birthday

called "Judith's Insight, " which will help you in making the best life choices and shows you not just

who you are, but who you are capable of becoming. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

Judith Turner has been doing psychic readings for more than twenty years for clients ranging from

the unknown to the rich and famous in situations that have taken her from real-life murder cases to

behind the scenes of movie and television productions. She appears regularly on Joan Hamburg's

Consumer Talk radio show and has been a guest on CBS News, ABC News, CNBC Live, and other

television and radio programs. She lives in Norwood, New Jersey. --This text refers to the

Paperback edition.

I am ambiguous about this book. It is ALMOST what I'm looking for. I do believe this is the right

author, but this is not the correct edition. This is the 1999 edition. I ordered and am awaiting the

2006 edition. I might nor might not have to return this book. I thought I was ordering it brand new,

but I see there is writing in it. .com is usually pretty straightforward about book descriptions so I

obviously overlooked something I read. The writings in the book, however, would not be the reason I

returned it (if I do). I am looking for a book I read at a friend's house some years ago.

somewhat accurate

I frequently use this book when I meet new people bc it makes for interesting conversation. I'm not

kidding when I say it fits 99% of people that have read it..mainly Judith's insight paragraph. I really



don't pay attention to the lucky flowers, colors, etc. It's surprisingly right on...not generically written

to say "you have a troubling past" or "you will come into money" that can fit any Joe-Schmoe. Love

it!

Fun book to kill time with

Love my book .

great book

What an awesome book. After reading about my birthday, I felt like somebody had been spying on

my life to know that much about me. I definitely recommend it.

It hit the nail on the head in more ways than one, for my date of birth. Not completely sold on

everything she predicts and suggests though. Maybe around 66% of it all was applicable and

resonated with me.
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